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We propose a new approach to competitive analysis in online scheduling by introducing the novel concept
of competitive-ratio approximation schemes. Such a scheme algorithmically constructs an online algorithm
with a competitive ratio arbitrarily close to the best possible competitive ratio for any online algorithm. We
study the problem of scheduling jobs online to minimize the weighted sum of completion times on parallel,
related, and unrelated machines, and we derive both deterministic and randomized algorithms that are
almost best possible among all online algorithms of the respective settings. We also generalize our techniques
to arbitrary monomial cost functions and apply them to the makespan objective. Our method relies on an
abstract characterization of online algorithms combined with various simplifications and transformations.
We also contribute algorithmic means to compute the actual value of the best possible competitive ratio up to
an arbitrary accuracy. This strongly contrasts with nearly all previous manually obtained competitiveness
results, and, most importantly, it reduces the search for the optimal competitive ratio to a question that a
computer can answer. We believe that our concept can also be applied to many other problems and yields a
new perspective on online algorithms in general.
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15:2 E. Lübbecke et al.

1. INTRODUCTION

Competitive analysis [Sleator and Tarjan 1985; Karlin et al. 1988] is the most popu-
lar method for studying the performance of online algorithms. It provides an effective
framework to analyze and classify algorithms based on their worst-case behavior com-
pared to an optimal offline algorithm over an infinite set of input instances. For many
online problems it is practical, natural, and yields meaningful results.

A classical such problem is online scheduling to minimize the weighted average com-
pletion time. It has received a lot of attention in the past two decades. For different
machine environments, a long sequence of papers emerged introducing new techniques
and algorithms, improving upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio of particu-
lar algorithms as well as on the best possible competitive ratio that any online algorithm
can achieve. Still, unsatisfactory gaps remain. As for most online problems, a provably
optimal online algorithm, w.r.t. competitive analysis, among all online algorithms is
only known for very special cases.

In this work, we close these gaps and present nearly optimal online scheduling algo-
rithms. We provide competitive-ratio approximation schemes that compute algorithms
with a competitive ratio that is at most a factor 1 + ε larger than the optimal ratio for
any ε > 0. To that end, we introduce a new way of designing online algorithms. Apart
from structuring and simplifying input instances, we find an abstract description of
online scheduling algorithms that allows us to reduce the infinite-size set of all online
algorithms to a relevant set of finite size. This is the key for eventually allowing an
enumeration scheme that finds an online algorithm with a competitive ratio arbitrarily
close to the optimal one.

Besides improving on previous algorithms, our method also provides an algorithm
to compute the competitive ratio of the designed algorithm, and even the best possible
competitive ratio, up to any desired accuracy. This is clearly in strong contrast to all
previously given (lower) bounds that stem from manually designed input instances.
We are aware of only very few online problems for which a competitive ratio, or even
the optimal competitive ratio, are known to be computable by some algorithm (for a not
inherently finite problem). Our result is surprising, as there are typically no means of
enumerating all possible input instances and all possible online algorithms. Even for
only one given algorithm, usually one cannot compute its competitive ratio simply due
to difficulties like the halting problem. We overcome these issues and pave the way for
computer-assisted design of online algorithms.

We believe that our concept of abstraction for online algorithms can be applied
successfully to other problems. We show this for other scheduling problems with jobs
arriving online over time. We hope that our new approach to competitive analysis
contributes to a better understanding of online algorithms and may lead to a new
line of research in online optimization. Indeed, as we describe below, soon after the
first publication of our results there has been follow-up work on competitive-ratio
approximation schemes.

1.1. Problem Definition

Competitive analysis. Given a minimization problem, a deterministic online
algorithm A is called ρ-competitive if, for any problem instance I, it achieves a solution
of value A(I) ≤ ρ · Opt(I), where Opt(I) denotes the value of an optimal offline solution
for the same instance I. A randomized online algorithm is called ρ-competitive if it
achieves in expectation a solution of value E[A(I)] ≤ ρ · Opt(I) for any instance I. The
competitive ratio ρA of A is the infimum over all ρ such that A is ρ-competitive. The
minimum competitive ratio ρ∗ achievable by any online algorithm is called optimal.
Note that there are no requirements on the computational complexity of competitive
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algorithms. Indeed, the competitive ratio measures the best possible performance
under the lack of information given unbounded computational resources.

We define a competitive-ratio approximation scheme as a procedure that computes a
nearly optimal online algorithm and at the same time provides a nearly exact estimate
of the optimal competitive ratio.

Definition 1.1. A competitive-ratio approximation scheme computes for a given ε > 0
an online algorithm A with a competitive ratio ρA ≤ (1 + ε)ρ∗. Moreover, it determines
a value ρ ′ such that ρ ′ ≤ ρ∗ ≤ (1 + ε)ρ ′.

Online scheduling. A scheduling instance consists of a fixed set of m machines and a
set of jobs J, where each job j ∈ J has processing time pj ∈ Q+, weight w j ∈ Q+, and
release date rj ∈ Q+. The jobs arrive online over time, that is, each job becomes known to
the scheduling algorithm only at its release date. We consider three different machine
environments: identical parallel machines (denoted by P), related machines (Q) where
each machine i has associated a speed si and processing a job j on machine i takes
pj/si time, and unrelated machines (R) where the processing time of a job j on each
machine i is explicitly given as a value pij . The main problem considered in this
article is to schedule the jobs on the given set of machines to minimize

∑
j∈J w jC j ,

where Cj denotes the completion time of job j. We consider the problem with and
without preemption. Using standard scheduling notation [Graham et al. 1979], we
denote the non-preemptive (preemptive) problems that we consider in this article by
Pm| rj, (pmtn) |∑w jC j , Qm| rj, (pmtn) | ∑ w jC j , and Rm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j .

We also briefly consider more general min-sum objectives
∑

j∈J w j f (C j), where f
is an arbitrary monomial function f (x) = k · xα, with constant α ≥ 1, k > 0, and the
classical makespan Cmax := max j∈J Cj .

1.2. Previous Work

The offline variants of nearly all scheduling problems under consideration are NP-
hard, but in most cases polynomial-time approximation schemes (PTAS) have been
developed. The corresponding online settings have been a highly active field of research
in the past 15 years. A whole sequence of papers appeared introducing new algorithms,
new relaxations, and analytical techniques that decreased the gaps between lower and
upper bounds on the optimal competitive ratio. Interestingly, despite the considerable
effort, optimal competitive ratios are hardly known while generally unsatisfactory,
even quite significant gaps remain. We give more details on the state of the art for the
different problem classes under consideration in the subsections below. Before we do
so, we discuss other previous work on computing techniques for competitive ratios.

To the best of our knowledge, there are only very few problems in online optimization
for which an optimal competitive ratio can be determined, bounded, or approximated
by computational means. Lund and Reingold [1994] present a framework for upper-
bounding the optimal competitive ratio of randomized algorithms by a linear program.
For certain cases, for example, the two-server problem in a space of three points, this
yields a provably optimal competitive ratio. Ebenlendr et al. [2009] and Ebenlendr and
Sgall [2011] study various online and semi-online variants of scheduling preemptive
jobs on uniformly related machines to minimize the makespan. In contrast to our
model, they assume the jobs to be given one by one (rather than over time). They prove
that the optimal competitive ratio can be computed by a linear program for any given
set of speeds. In terms of approximating the best possible performance guarantee, the
work by Augustine et al. [2008] is closest to ours. They show how to compute a nearly
optimal power-down strategy for a processor with a finite number of power states.
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15:4 E. Lübbecke et al.

Table I. Lower and Upper Bounds on the Competitive Ratio for Deterministic and Randomized Online Algorithms

deterministic randomized
problem lower bounds upper bounds lower bounds upper bounds
1| rj , pmtn | ∑ C j 1 1 [Schrage 1968] 1 1 [Schrage 1968]
1| rj , pmtn | ∑ w jC j 1.073 [Epstein and

van Stee 2003]
1.566 [Sitters
2010a]

1.038 [Epstein and
van Stee 2003]

4/3 [Schulz and
Skutella 2002a]

1| rj | ∑ C j 2 [Hoogeveen and
Vestjens 1996]

2 [Hoogeveen and
Vestjens 1996]

e
e−1 ≈1.58 [Stougie
and Vestjens 2002]

e
e−1 [Chekuri et al.
2001]

1| rj | ∑ w jC j 2 [Hoogeveen and
Vestjens 1996]

2 [Anderson and
Potts 2004]

e
e−1 [Stougie and
Vestjens 2002]

1.686 [Goemans
et al. 2002]

P| rj , pmtn | ∑ C j 1.047 [Vestjens
1997]

5/4 [Sitters 2010b] 1 5/4 [Sitters 2010b]

P| rj , pmtn | ∑ w jC j 1.047 [Vestjens
1997]

1.791 [Sitters
2010b]

1 1.791 [Sitters
2010b]

P| rj | ∑ w jC j 1.3091 [Vestjens
1997]

1.791 [Sitters
2010b]

1.157 [Seiden
2000]

1.791 [Sitters
2010b]

R| rj | ∑ w jC j 1.309 [Vestjens
1997]

8 [Hall et al. 1997] 1.157 [Seiden
2000]

8 [Hall et al. 1997]

Sum of Weighted Completion Times. The offline variants of scheduling to minimize
the total weighted completion time is NP-hard, even for the special case of a single
machine [Labetoulle et al. 1984; Lenstra et al. 1977]. Two restricted variants can be
solved optimally in polynomial time. Smith’s Rule solves the problem 1| |∑ w jC j to
optimality by scheduling jobs in non-increasing order of weight-to-processing-time ra-
tios [Smith 1956]. Furthermore, scheduling by shortest remaining processing times
yields an optimal schedule for 1| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j [Schrage 1968]. For other settings,
polynomial-time approximation schemes have been developed, like for an arbitrary
number of identical or a constant number of unrelated machines [Afrati et al. 1999]. For
an arbitrary number of unrelated machines in the setting without release dates, very re-
cently Bansal et al. [2016] gave a (3/2−δ)-approximation algorithm for a small constant
δ > 0, improving on the previously known 3/2-approximation algorithms [Skutella
2001; Sethuraman and Squillante 1999]. If the jobs have release dates, then the best
results for an arbitrary number of unrelated machines are a 2-approximation algorithm
if preemption is not allowed [Skutella 2001] and a 3-approximation if preemption and
migration are allowed [Skutella 2001].

The online setting has been a highly active field of research over the past 15 years
[Goemans et al. 2002; Schulz and Skutella 2002a; Hall et al. 1997; Sitters 2010a, 2010b;
Anderson and Potts 2004; Chekuri et al. 2001; Hoogeveen and Vestjens 1996; Correa
and Wagner 2009; Goemans 1997; Megow and Schulz 2004; Megow 2007; Chung
et al. 2010; Schulz and Skutella 2002b; Liu and Lu 2009; Lu et al. 2003; Stougie and
Vestjens 2002; Phillips et al. 1998; Chakrabarti et al. 1996; Seiden 2000; Epstein and
van Stee 2003]. We do not intend to give a detailed history of developments; instead,
we refer the reader to overviews, for example, in Megow [2007] and Correa and Wagner
[2009]. Table I summarizes the current state of the art on best-known lower and upper
bounds on the optimal competitive ratios. Interestingly, despite the considerable effort,
optimal competitive ratios are known only for 1| rj, pmtn | ∑ Cj [Schrage 1968] and
for non-preemptive single-machine scheduling [Anderson and Potts 2004; Stougie and
Vestjens 2002; Hoogeveen and Vestjens 1996; Chekuri et al. 2001].

More General Min-Sum (Completion Time) Objectives. Recently, there has been an
increasing interest in studying generalized cost functions. So far, this research has
focused on offline problems. The most general case is when each job may have its

1For m = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . , 100 the lower bound is LB = 2, 1.520, 1.414, 1.373, 1.364, . . . , 1.312.
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individual non-decreasing cost function f j . For scheduling on a single machine with re-
lease dates and preemption, 1|rj, pmtn| ∑ f j , Bansal and Pruhs [2010] gave a random-
ized O(log log(nP))-approximation, where P = max j∈J pj . In the case that all jobs have
identical release dates, the approximation factor reduces to 16. Cheung and Shmoys
[2011] improved this latter result. They give a deterministic primal-dual algorithm
with an approximation factor of 4 + ε [Cheung and Shmoys 2011; Mestre and Verschae
2014]. This result applies also on a machine of varying speed.

The more restricted problem with a global cost function 1|rj, pmtn| ∑w j f (C j) has
been studied by Epstein et al. [2012] in the context of universal solutions. They gave
an algorithm that produces for any job instance one scheduling solution that is a (4+ε)
approximation for any cost function and even under unreliable machine behavior. Höhn
and Jacobs [2012] studied the same problem without release dates. They analyzed the
performance of Smith’s Rule [Smith 1956] and gave tight approximation guarantees
for all convex and all concave functions f .

Makespan. The online makespan minimization problem has been extensively studied
in a different online paradigm where jobs arrive one by one (see Fleischer and Wahl
[2000] and Rudin III and Chandrasekaran [2003] and references therein). Our model,
in which jobs arrive online over time, is much less studied. In the identical parallel ma-
chine environment, Chen and Vestjens [1997] give nearly tight bounds on the optimal
competitive ratio, 1.347 ≤ ρ∗ ≤ 3/2, using a natural online variant of the well-known
largest processing time first algorithm.

In the offline setting, polynomial time approximation schemes are known for identical
[Hochbaum and Shmoys 1987] and uniform machines [Hochbaum and Shmoys 1988].
For unrelated machines, the problem is NP-hard to approximate with a better ratio
than 3/2 and a 2-approximation is known [Lenstra et al. 1990]. If the number of
machines is bounded by a constant, then there is a PTAS [Lenstra et al. 1990].

1.3. New Results and Methodology

In this article, we introduce the concept of competitive-ratio approximation schemes
and present such schemes for various scheduling problems with jobs arriving online
over time. We present our technique focusing on the problems Pm| rj, (pmtn) |∑w jC j ,
Qm| rj, (pmtn) |∑w jC j (assuming a constant range of machine speeds without pre-
emption), and Rm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j , and we comment on how it applies to other cost
functions such as the makespan, Cmax, and

∑
j∈J w j f (C j), where f is an arbitrary

monomial function with fixed exponent. For any ε > 0, we show that the competitive
ratios of our new algorithms are by at most a factor 1 + ε larger than the respective
optimal competitive ratios. We obtain such nearly optimal online algorithms for the de-
terministic as well as the randomized setting for any number of machines m. Moreover,
we give an algorithm that estimates the optimal competitive ratio for these problems
to any desired accuracy. Thus, we reduce algorithmically the performance gaps for all
considered problems to an arbitrarily small value. These results reduce the long-time
ongoing search for the best possible competitive ratio for the considered problems to a
question that can be answered by a finite algorithm.

To achieve our results, we introduce a new and unusual way of designing online
scheduling algorithms. We present an abstraction in which online algorithms are for-
malized as algorithm maps. Such a map receives as input a set of unfinished jobs
together with the schedule computed so far. Based on this information, it returns a
schedule for the next time instant. This view captures exactly how online algorithms
operate under limited information. The total number of algorithm maps is unbounded.
However, we show that there is a finite subset that approximates the entire set. More
precisely, for any algorithm map there is a map in our subset whose competitive ratio
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15:6 E. Lübbecke et al.

is at most by a factor 1 + ε larger. To achieve this reduction, we first apply several
standard techniques, such as geometric rounding, time-stretch, and weight-shift, to
transform and simplify the input problem without increasing the objective value too
much; see, for example, Afrati et al. [1999]. The key, however, is the insight that it
suffices for an online algorithm to base its decisions on the currently unfinished jobs
and a very limited part of the so-far-computed schedule—rather than the entire history.
This allows for an enumeration of all relevant algorithm maps (see also Manasse et al.
[1988] for an enumeration routine for online algorithms for a fixed task system with
finitely many states). For randomized algorithms we even show that we can restrict
ourselves to instances with only constantly many jobs. As all our structural insights
also apply to offline algorithms for the same problems, they might turn out to be useful
for other settings as well.

Our algorithmic scheme contributes more than an improved competitive ratio. It also
outputs (up to a factor 1 + ε) the exact value of the competitive ratio of the derived
algorithm, which implies a (1 + ε) estimate for the optimal competitive ratio. This
contrasts strongly with all earlier results where (matching) upper and lower bounds
on the competitive ratio of a particular and of all online algorithm had to be derived
manually, instead of executing an algorithm using, for example, a computer. In general,
there are no computational means to determine the competitive ratio of an algorithm—
even when it is a constant. It is simply not possible to enumerate all possible input
instances. Even more, there are no general means of enumerating all possible online
algorithms to determine the optimal competitive ratio. However, for the scheduling
problems studied in this article, our extensive simplification of input instances and our
abstract view on online algorithms allow us to overcome these obstacles, losing only a
factor of 1 + ε in the objective value.

Although the enumeration scheme for identifying the (nearly) optimal online algo-
rithm heavily exploits unbounded computational resources, the resulting algorithm
itself has polynomial running time. As a consequence, there are efficient online algo-
rithms for the considered problems with almost optimal competitive ratios. Hence, the
granted additional, even unbounded, computational power of online algorithms does
not yield any significant benefit here.

1.4. Outline of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce several general transformations and observations that
simplify the structural complexity of online scheduling in the setting of Pm| rj,
pmtn | ∑w jC j . Based on this, we present our abstraction of online algorithms and
develop a competitive-ratio approximation scheme in Section 3. Next, we sketch in
Section 4 how to extend these techniques to the non-preemptive setting and more gen-
eral machine environments such that the approximation scheme (Section 3) remains
applicable. In Section 5, we present competitive-ratio approximation schemes for the
randomized setting. Finally, in Section 6, we extend our results to other objective
functions.

2. GENERAL SIMPLIFICATIONS AND TECHNIQUES

In this section, we discuss several transformations that simplify the input and reduce
the structural complexity of online schedules for Pm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j . Later, we out-
line how to adapt these for more general settings. Our construction combines several
transformation techniques known for offline PTASs (see Afrati et al. [1999] and the
references therein) and a new technique to subdivide an instance online into parts that
can be handled separately.

We will use the terminology that at 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves to instances
or schedules with certain properties. This means that we lose at most a factor 1 + O(ε),
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as ε → 0, by limiting our attention to those. We bound several relevant parameters
by constants. If not stated differently, then any mentioned constant depends only on ε
and m.

To begin with, we use the standard simplification technique of geometric rounding
introduced in Afrati et al. [1999]. For the sake of completeness, we prove the required
properties in the following lemma.

LEMMA 2.1. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves to instances where all processing
times, release dates, and weights are powers of 1+ ε, no job is released before time t = 1,
and rj ≥ ε · pj for all jobs j.

PROOF. We prove that any given schedule can be adapted at 1 + O(ε) loss such that
the required properties can be assumed for the corresponding instance. Obviously,
weights can be rounded up to the next power of 1 + ε by increasing the cost of a given
schedule by at most a factor 1 + ε.

Within a given preemptive schedule, the job volume of each job j is assigned to a set
of time intervals on machines (such that their lengths sum up to pj). Multiplying the
boundary values of each interval by (1 + ε) results in time intervals assigned to each j
with a total length of (1 + ε)pj . Hence, we get a feasible schedule even when rounding
up all processing times to the next powers of (1+ ε). The total completion time does not
increase by more than a factor of (1 + ε).

Consider now a schedule with rounded processing times. We again multiply each
boundary value of the intervals by (1 + ε) and shift the processing volume of each job j
to the latest possible time intervals within its assigned intervals. Then, job j completes
at time (1 + ε)Cj , and the earliest point in time at which j is processed increases
from Sj to Sj + εpj . Hence, by losing at most a factor (1 + ε), we may assume that each
job j has a release date rj ≥ εpj . If necessary, then the parameters of all jobs can be
scaled by some power of (1 + ε) such that the earliest release date is at least one (since
jobs with rj = pj = 0 can be ignored).

With a similar reasoning, we can finally round at a loss of (1 + ε) each release date
to the next power of (1 + ε).

The geometric rounding procedure allows us to see intervals of the form Ix :=
[Rx, Rx+1) with Rx := (1 + ε)x as atomic entities. Note that |Ix| = ε · Rx. An online
algorithm can define the corresponding schedule at the beginning of an interval since
no further jobs are released until the next interval. Moreover, we make, at 1 + ε loss,
the simplifying assumption that each job j finishing within Ix contributes w j · Rx+1 to
the objective function, that is, we pretend that j finishes exactly at time Rx+1.

2.1. Simplification Within Intervals

The goal of this section is to reduce the number of situations that can arise at the
beginning of an interval. For each ε, we identify constantly many relevant inputs per
interval. And for a given input, we reduce the number of relevant algorithmic actions
within each interval to a constant.

To do so, we use the techniques of time-stretching and partitioning jobs released at
time Rx into large and small jobs, see Afrati et al. [1999]. In an online interpretation
of time-stretching, we shift the work assigned to any interval Ix to the interval Ix+1.
When doing this operation once we speak of one time-stretch. This can be done at a loss
of 1 + ε and we obtain free space of size ε · |Ix| in each interval Ix+1. For each x ≥ 0, we
define Lx = { j ∈ J | rj = Rx, pj > ε2|Ix|} to be the set of large jobs released at Rx, and
we let Sx = { j ∈ J | rj = Rx, pj ≤ ε2|Ix|} be the set of small jobs released at Rx.

We first take care of the small jobs. Since they are small, there is a lot of flexibility
in scheduling them. We show that we can, at a small loss, fix in advance the order in
which the jobs in each Sx are processed. This enables us to group very small jobs to job
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15:8 E. Lübbecke et al.

packs. Treating each pack as a single job, we then get a lower bound on the processing
time of the released jobs.

We denote w j/pj as the Smith ratio of a job j. A non-increasing ordering by the
Smith ratios is an ordering according to Smith’s rule [Smith 1956]. We say that a job is
partially processed at some point in time if it has been processed but not yet completed.
For a set of jobs J, we define p(J) := ∑

j∈J pj and w(J) := ∑
j∈J w j .

LEMMA 2.2. At 1 + ε loss, we can restrict ourselves to schedules such that for each
interval Ix the small jobs scheduled within this interval are chosen by Smith’s rule from
the set S≤x := ⋃

x′≤x Sx′ and no small job is preempted or only partially processed at the
end of an interval. Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to instances with p(Sx) ≤ m · |Ix|
for each interval Ix.

PROOF. Consider some schedule S and apply one time-stretch. The resulting sched-
ule S′ has a free space of ε|Ix| units in each interval Ix+1, and its total cost is within a
factor (1 + ε) of the cost of S. Remove now all small jobs from each interval Ix+1. For
each x and each job j we denote by qx, j the amount of processing time of j assigned
by S′ to interval Ix. Furthermore, let Qx be the sum of qx, j over all small jobs and Q′

x
the respective sum over all large jobs. By Ax we denote the set of all removed small
jobs completed by S′ in Ix. Now, we apply for each x ≥ 0 the following procedure.
First, we remove all large jobs from interval Ix and reschedule them machinewise on
the first |Ix−1| units of processing time; that is, we fill the machines consecutively and
with preemption until an amount of qx, j is assigned for each large job j. Notice that,
due to the time-stretch, each large job has at most size qx, j ≤ |Ix|/(1 + ε) = |Ix−1| and
Q′

x ≤ m · |Ix−1|. Thus, the procedure provides a feasible schedule for all large jobs, and
we do not increase the total cost. This scheduling policy is also known as McNaughton’s
wrap-around rule [McNaughton 1959]. We now have a number of k ≥ 0 machines in Ix
whose first |Ix−1| units of processing time are completely filled and m − k machines
where this is not the case.

Now, we fill unscheduled small jobs non-preemptively into the idle time of each
machine i = k + 1, . . . , m. To that end, we consider unscheduled jobs from S≤x in the
order of their Smith ratios and schedule them without preemption until an amount
of Qx is assigned or no further small job is available. We fill the machines one after the
other and switch whenever a machine has received |Ix−1| units of processing. Again,
this is possible since Qx + Q′

x ≤ m · |Ix−1|. The procedure increases the processing time
on the latter machines by at most ε2|Ix|, the maximum size of small jobs, which is
smaller than the created extra space of ε|Ix−1| for sufficiently small ε. Denote by Bx the
set of small jobs assigned to Ix in this step.

Inductively, we can prove that for each Ix the total weight of jobs from S≤x that
are completed before the end of Ix has not decreased compared to S′. For the first
interval Ix1 with Qx1 > 0, it holds that w(Ax1 ) ≤ w(Bx1 ) since the jobs of Bx1 are as-
signed according to Smith’s rule and p(Bx1 ) ≥ Qx1 ≥ p(Ax1 ). This proves the base case
since each job of Bx1 is completed before the end of Ix1 . For the induction step we use
that w(A≤x) ≤ w(B≤x) with A≤x := ⋃

x′≤x Ax′ and B≤x, respectively, for some x. Assume
by contradiction w(A≤x̃) > w(B≤x̃) for the next x̃ > x with Qx̃ > 0. This implies that

w(Ax̃) > w(B≤x) − w(A≤x) + w(Bx̃).

Intuitively, the total weight of jobs in Ax̃ is higher than the surplus weight gained in
the earlier intervals (being non-negative) together with the total weight of Bx̃. This
contradicts the fact that we assigned for each x′ ≤ x̃ jobs with a total processing time
of p(B≤x′ ) ≥ p(A≤x′ ) via Smith’s rule. Hence, we get w(A≤x̃) ≤ w(B≤x̃). The induction
hypothesis follows since each job in Bx̃ is completed before the end of Ix̃. Recall that
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we modified the objective function by rounding up the completion times of jobs to the
end of the respective interval. Consequently, the observation on the completed weights
before each interval end yields that the objective value is not increased by the described
reassignment. Furthermore, the procedure ensures that no small job is preempted and
that any small job finishes in the same interval where it started.

Since we can now assume that the jobs of each Sx are chosen to be scheduled within Ix
in non-increasing order of their Smith ratios (completely and without preemption), we
can conclude the last claim of the lemma. Note that the total processing time in interval
Ix is m|Ix|. Pick the jobs of Sx in the respective order until the total processing time of
picked jobs just exceeds m|Ix|. The remaining jobs of Sx cannot be scheduled within Ix,
and, hence, by the above argument, we can safely move their release dates to Rx+1.

LEMMA 2.3. At 1+O(ε) loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances such that pj ≥ ε2

4 ·|Ix|
for each job j ∈ Sx. In these instances, the number of distinct processing times of
each set Sx is bounded from above by log1+ε 4.

PROOF. We call a job j ∈ Sx tiny if pj ≤ ε2

4 · |Ix|. Let Tx = { j1, j2, . . . , j|Tx |} denote
all tiny jobs released at Rx. W.l.o.g. assume that they are ordered non-increasingly by
their Smith ratios w j/pj . Let � be the largest integer such that

∑�
i=1 pi ≤ ε2

2 · |Ix|. We
define the pack P1

x := { j1, . . . , j�}. We define the processing time of pack P1
x to be

∑�
i=1 pi

and its weight to be
∑�

i=1 wi. We continue iteratively until we assigned all tiny jobs to
packs. By definition of the processing time of tiny jobs, the processing time of all but
possibly the last pack released at time Rx is in the interval [ ε2

4 · |Ix|, ε2

2 · |Ix|].
We apply one time-stretch. In any schedule that assigns small jobs according to

Smith’s rule to intervals there is for each Ix at most one partially processed job pack per
machine from each of the previous release dates Rx′ < Rx. Since

∑
x′<x ε2|Ix′ | ≤ ε|Ix|, we

can schedule all of them in the newly created space. This also includes space to increase
the processing time of the very last pack of each Sx′ to ε2

4 · |Ix′ |, if necessary. Therefore,
we can enforce that at 1 + O(ε) loss all tiny jobs of the same pack are scheduled in
the same interval on the same machine. Hence, we can treat each pack as a single job
whose processing time and weight matches the respective values of the pack.

Finally, at 1 + O(ε) loss we can ensure that the processing times and weights of the
new jobs (which still remain small) are powers of 1 + ε. Consequently, the processing
times of jobs in Sx are of the form (1 + ε)y within the following range:

ε3

4
· (1 + ε)x ≤ (1 + ε)y ≤ ε2|Ix| = ε3(1 + ε)x.

The number of integers y satisfying these inequalities is bounded from above
by log1+ε 4.

For the large jobs released at the beginning of an interval we obtain an upper bound
on their length by their relation of release date and processing time (Lemma 2.1). This
induces a constant upper bound on the number of occurring processing times.

LEMMA 2.4. The number of distinct processing times of jobs in each set Lx is bounded
from above by 4 log1+ε

1
ε
.

PROOF. Let j ∈ Lx be a large job released at Rx with processing time pj = (1 + ε)y >

ε2|Ix| for some integer y. By Lemma 2.1, we know that pj ≤ 1
ε
rj = 1

ε
(1+ ε)x and, hence,

ε3 (1 + ε)x = ε2|Ix| < (1 + ε)y ≤ 1
ε

(1 + ε)x
.
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The number of integers y that satisfy the above inequalities is upper bounded by the
constant claimed in the lemma.

We say that two large jobs are of the same type if they have the same processing
time and the same release date. By an exchange argument, we can restrict ourselves
without any loss to schedules in which at each point in time at most m large jobs of
each type are partially scheduled. Since the amount of work that can be processed
within each interval is bounded, the number of large jobs of the same type can also be
bounded.

LEMMA 2.5. Without loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances with
|Lx| ≤ (m/ε2 + m)4 log1+ε

1
ε

for each set Lx.

PROOF. Let Lx,p ⊆ Lx denote the set of jobs in Lx with processing time p, that is,
they are of the same type. Since pj > ε2|Ix| for each job j ∈ Lx, at most m/ε2 + m jobs
in Lx,p can be started before Ix+1. By an exchange argument, we can assume that they
are among the m/ε2 + m jobs with the largest weight in Lx,p. Hence, the release date of
all other jobs in Lx,p can be moved to Rx+1 without any cost. By Lemma 2.4 there are
at most 4 log1+ε

1
ε

distinct processing times p of large jobs in Lx, and, thus, the claim
follows.

As we simplified the objective function by pretending all jobs to complete at the end
of an interval, the only information needed for computing the objective function value
is the interval in which a job completes. The only part that has not been bounded yet
is the amount that large jobs are processed within the single intervals.

LEMMA 2.6. There is a constant μ ∈ N such that at 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict
ourselves to schedules such that at the end of each interval, each large job j is processed
to an extent which is an integer multiple of pj/μ.

PROOF. We apply one time-stretch and choose μ ∈ N to be a constant such that 1/μ is
smaller than ε4/(8 log1+ε

1
ε
). Consider now an interval Ix and the jobs that are scheduled

in Ix before the time-stretch. For each job j ∈ Lx′ , x′ ≤ x that was partially processed at
time Rx+1 we must extend the amount of time j is processed within Ix+1 by at most pj/μ
to achieve the stated property. Using Lemma 2.1, this value can be bounded by

pj

μ
≤ Rx′

ε
· ε4

8 log1+ε
1
ε

= ε2|Ix′ |
2 · 4 log1+ε

1
ε

.

Recall that we can assume without any loss that at the end of each interval at most
one large job per job type is partially processed on each machine. Since the number of
job types of Lx′ is bounded by 4 log1+ε

1
ε

(Lemma 2.4), the space of ε2|Ix′ |/2 is sufficient
to handle each job type of Lx′ . Applying

∑
x′<x ε2|Ix′ | ≤ ε|Ix|, we see that this amount of

free space was created by the time-stretch.

To summarize, we get the following simplifications within intervals concerning input
and scheduling decisions. Recall that we can calculate the value of μ that depends only
on ε. Furthermore, we define � to be a constant upper bound on the number of released
jobs in each interval, that is, � is an integer of at most

⌈ 4m
ε2 + 4 log1+ε

1
ε

( m
ε2 + m

)⌉
.

COROLLARY 2.7. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can assume that for each interval Ix

(a) each job j released at time Rx has a processing time pj = (1 + ε)k ∈ [ ε3

4 Rx,
1
ε

Rx] for
some integer k,

(b) there are at most log1+ε(4/ε4) distinct processing time values of jobs released at Rx,
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(c) at most � jobs are released at Rx,
(d) each small job starting in Ix completes in Ix without preemption, and
(e) at the end of Ix, each job j is processed to an extent of �x, j · pj/μ for some �x, j ∈

{0, . . . , μ}.

2.2. Irrelevant History

The schedule for an interval returned by an online algorithm may depend on the set
of currently unfinished jobs and possibly the entire schedule computed so far. In the
remainder of this section, we show why we can assume that an online algorithm only
takes a finite amount of history into account when taking its decisions, namely, the
jobs with relatively large weight released in the last constantly many intervals.

First, we show that we may assume that each job completes within constantly many
intervals after its release.

LEMMA 2.8. There is a constant s such that at 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves
to schedules such that for each interval Ix there is a subinterval of Ix+s−1 that is large
enough to process all jobs released at Rx and during which only those jobs are executed.
We call this subinterval the safety net of interval Ix. We can assume that each job
released at Rx finishes before time Rx+s.

PROOF. By using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.5 we get

p(Sx) + p(Lx) ≤ m · |Ix| + (m/ε2 + m) ·
(

4 log1+ε

1
ε

)
· 1
ε

(1 + ε)x

≤ m · (1 + ε)x
(

ε + 8
ε3 log1+ε

1
ε

)
= ε · |Ix+s−2|

for a suitable constant s, depending on ε and m. Stretching time once, we gain enough
free space at the end of each interval Ix+s−1 to establish the safety net for each job
set p(Sx) + p(Lx).

Given the bound on the number of intervals between release and completion times of
jobs, we partition the time horizon into periods such that no job is “alive” for more than
two periods. For each integer k ≥ 0, we define period Qk to consist of the s consecutive
intervals Ik·s, . . . , I(k+1)·s−1. We add an artificial period Q−1 for the interval [0, 1) in
which no job is released. Hence, we can assume by Lemma 2.8 that each job released
in period Qk is completed by the end of period Qk+1. For ease of notation, we will treat
a period Q as the set of jobs released in that period. For a set of jobs J we denote
by rw(J) := ∑

j∈J rjw j their release weight. Note that rw(J) forms a lower bound on
the quantity that these jobs must contribute to the objective value in any schedule. Due
to Lemma 2.8, we also obtain an upper bound of (1 + ε)s · rw(J) for the latter quantity.

We will now determine at the end of each period how important its released jobs
are compared to the previous periods. If the job weights released in a series of
periods grow large enough from period to period, then we will see that the overall
objective value is dominated by the contribution of the constantly many last periods.
If otherwise the job weights of a period are too low compared to the preceding
ones and its jobs can be moved to their safety net with a small loss, then we will
see that the following periods can be treated independently. To this end, we define
that p > 0 consecutive periods Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1 are a sequence of significant periods
if rw(Qk+�) > ε

(1+ε)s · ∑�−1
i=0 rw(Qk+i) for each � = 1, . . . , p − 1. This implies exponential
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growth for the series of partial sums of release weights, and we can prove the
dominance of a few of the last periods.

LEMMA 2.9. There is a constant K such that for each sequence Qk, Qk+1, . . . , Qk+p−1
of significant periods we have that

p−K−1∑
i=0

(1 + ε)s rw(Qk+i) ≤ ε ·
p−1∑

i=p−K

rw(Qk+i).

PROOF. Let δ := ε

(1+ε)s . Since we consider a sequence of significant periods, we get

rw(Qk+�) > δ ·
�−1∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i) ∀� = 1, . . . , p − 1.

This implies that

(1 + δ)rw(Qk+�) > δ ·
�∑

i=0

rw(Qk+i) ∀� = 1, . . . , p − 1.

Hence, we get∑�−1
i=0 rw(Qk+i)∑�
i=0 rw(Qk+i)

= 1 − rw(Qk+�)∑�
i=0 rw(Qk+i)

< 1 − δ

1 + δ
= 1

1 + δ
< 1 ∀� = 1, . . . , p − 1,

which implies

�−1∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i)<
1

1 + δ

�∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i) ∀� = 1, . . . , p − 1. (2.1)

In other words, if we remove Qk+� from ∪�
i=0 Qk+i, the total release weight of the set

decreases by a factor of at least 1/(1 + δ) < 1. Recursively applying Equation (2.1), we
get for any K

p−1−K∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i) <

(
1

1 + δ

)K p−1∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i)

= 1
(1 + δ)K

⎛
⎝p−K−1∑

i=0

rw(Qk+i) +
p−1∑

i=p−K

rw(Qk+i)

⎞
⎠

and hence(
1 −

(
1

(1 + δ)K

)) p−K−1∑
i=0

rw(Qk+i) <
1

(1 + δ)K

p−1∑
i=p−K

rw(Qk+i).

To ensure that (1 + ε)s ∑p−K−1
i=0 rw(Qk+i) < ε · ∑p−1

i=p−K rw(Qk+i) we choose K sufficiently
large such that

1

1 − 1
(1+δ)K

· 1
(1 + δ)K = 1

(1 + δ)K − 1
< δ = ε

(1 + ε)s .

Hence, K is some constant integer larger than log1+δ(1/δ+1) and depends only on ε.
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Using the safety net (Lemma 2.8) the above lemma implies that an ε-fraction of the
weighted completion time of the last K − 1 periods of a sequence of significant periods
yields an upper bound on the weighted completion time of the previous periods of this
sequence. Therefore, the objective value is essentially dominated by the contribution
of the last K − 1 periods. We will need this later to show that at 1 + O(ε) loss we
can assume that an online algorithm bases its decisions only on a constant amount of
information.

To that end, in the following we consider a sequence of significant periods
Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1 and an interval Ix of period Qk+p where the newly released jobs are
just revealed to an online algorithm. Recall that the online algorithm does not know
the release weight of the current period Qk+p unless Ix is the last interval of Qk+p.
Nevertheless, we know by Lemma 2.9 that the costs of Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1 are dominated
by the last K − 1 periods. Hence, the costs until interval Ix are dominated by the last
important � := Ks intervals including Ix. In addition to the jobs that have been re-
leased very early, also the jobs with very small weight in comparison to at least one
other job can be almost neglected for the total costs. Therefore, we partition the jobs
into relevant and irrelevant jobs using these two criteria.

Definition 2.10. Let J be a set of jobs. A job j ∈ J with rj ≤ Rx is called recent at
time Rx if Rx−� ≤ rj . Otherwise, it is called old at time Rx. Job j is furthermore called
dominated at time Rx if it is dominated at time Rx−1 or if there is a job j ′ ∈ J being recent
and not dominated at time Rx such that w j < ε

�·�·(1+ε)�+s w j ′ . Now, job j is irrelevant at
time Rx if it is old or dominated at time Rx and otherwise relevant at time Rx. Denote
the respective subsets of a job set J by Recx(J), Oldx(J), Domx(J), Irx(J), and Relx(J).

The subsequent lemma states that the irrelevant jobs can almost be ignored for the
objective value of a schedule even when scheduled in their safety nets. This implies
that we can restrict ourselves at 1 + O(ε) loss to online algorithms that schedule the
remaining part of a job in its safety net, once it has become irrelevant.

LEMMA 2.11. Let Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1 be a sequence of significant periods and let J be the
jobs of Qk, . . . , Qk+p released until the beginning of an interval Ix ∈ Qk+p. Then

(1 + ε)srw(Irx(J)) ≤ 6ε · rw(Relx(J)).

PROOF. By definition, an irrelevant job at time Rx is either old or dominated.
Hence, Irx(J) is the disjoint union of Oldx(J) and Domx(J) ∩ Recx(J).

We start by giving a bound on the recent but dominated jobs and define rwmax :=
max{rw( j) | j ∈ Relx(J) ∪ Oldx(J)}. Consider a job j ∈ J that is dominated and recent
at time Rx. By definition, there is a time rj ≤ Rx′ ≤ Rx at which another job j ′ that is
relevant at time Rx′ dominates j. Choose Rx′ to be as late as possible. As j ′ is recent at
time Rx′ , we get by Rx′ (1 + ε)−� ≤ rj ′ that rj ≤ Rx′ ≤ (1 + ε)�rj ′ . Because we chose Rx′ to
be as late as possible, we can assume that j ′ is not dominated at time Rx. Hence, j ′ is
either relevant or old at time Rx. Therefore, there is for each j ∈ Domx(J) ∩ Recx(J) a
job j ′ in Relx(J) ∪ Oldx(J) such that

w jrj ≤ ε

� · � · (1 + ε)�+s w j ′rj

≤ ε

� · � · (1 + ε)�+s w j ′rj ′(1 + ε)�

≤ ε

� · � · (1 + ε)s rwmax.
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Since at most � jobs are released at the beginning of each interval (Corollary 2.7)
and rwmax is the release weight of a job in Relx(J) ∪ Oldx(J) we get:

(1 + ε)srw(Domx(J) ∩ Recx(J)) = (1 + ε)s
∑

j∈Domx(J)∩Recx(J)

w jrj

≤ (1 + ε)s� · �
ε

� · � · (1 + ε)s rwmax

= ε · rwmax

≤ ε
(
rw(Relx(J)) + rw(Oldx(J))

)
.

Moreover, Lemma 2.9 implies for the old jobs at time Rx that

(1 + ε)srw(Oldx(J)) ≤ ε · rw(Recx(J))

= ε · (
rw(Relx(J)) + rw(Domx(J) ∩ Recx(J)

)
.

Combining all these arguments yields

(1 + ε)srw(Irx(J)) = (1 + ε)s (
rw(Oldx(J)) + rw(Domx(J) ∩ Recx(J)

)
≤ ε · rw(Relx(J)) + 2ε · (rw(Relx(J)) + rw(Oldx(J))

)
≤ 3ε · rw(Relx(J)) + 2ε · rw(Irx(J)).

With ε < 1
3 we obtain the bound (1 + ε)srw(Irx(J)) ≤ 6ε · rw(Relx(J)).

With the preceding lemmas, we have identified for each point in time a subset of
jobs that is relevant at this time—under the assumption that we consider a sequence
of significant periods Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1. It now remains to handle the case that the fol-
lowing period Qk+p is not significant. In this case, we know that (1 + ε)s rw(Qk+p) ≤
ε · ∑p−1

i=0 rw(Qk+i). Hence, completing all unfinished jobs of Qk+p in their safety nets
costs only an ε-fraction of the costs caused by the preceding significant periods. And
since an online algorithm is allowed to preempt these jobs, it can now schedule the suc-
ceeding periods independently. However, in the following we will state a more general
result that will be useful for eventually proving that online algorithms can forget all
irrelevant jobs.

We define the consecutive periods Qk, . . . , Qk+p, for some p > 0, to be a part
if Qk, . . . , Qk+p−1 is a sequence of significant periods and (1 + ε)s rw(Qk+p) ≤
8ε · ∑p−1

i=0 rw(Qk+i). We then call Qk+p to be insignificant (even though it is possi-
ble that Qk, . . . , Qk+p is a sequence of significant periods). We now consider a parti-
tioning of a given instance I into parts Pi, i = 0, . . . , �, and denote the insignificant
period of each part Pi by Qa(i+1) . With a0 := −1 each part Pi consists of the peri-
ods Qai+1, . . . , Qa(i+1) , i = 0, . . . , �. Again, we identify with Pi all jobs released in this
part.

With the possibility to preempt jobs, we now treat each part Pi of a partition as a
separate instance that we present to a given online algorithm. For the final output, we
concatenate the computed schedules for the different parts. By the following lemma, it
then suffices to bound A(Pi)/Opt(Pi) for each part Pi.

LEMMA 2.12. At 1 + O(ε) loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances that consist of
only one part.

PROOF. Consider an online algorithm A, some instance I and a partition of I into
parts Pi, i = 0, . . . , � − 1. We define an adapted version A′ that applies A(Pi) to each
part Pi and moves all jobs of Pi that are unfinished at the end of Pi to their respective
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safety nets. Recall that due to Lemma 2.8 these unfinished jobs must be released
within the last period Qa(i+1) of part Pi and this period is insignificant. Hence, these jobs
contribute at most

�+1∑
i=1

(1 + ε)s rw(Qai ) ≤
�+1∑
i=1

8ε ·
ai−1∑

p=ai−1+1

rw(Qp) ≤
�∑

i=0

O(ε) · Opt(Pi)

to the objective value. Therefore, we get that A′(I) ≤ (1 + O(ε))
∑�

i=0 A(Pi). Apply-
ing

∑�
i=0 Opt(Pi) ≤ Opt(I) we can bound the competitive ratio of A′ as follows:

A′(I)
Opt(I)

≤ (1 + O(ε))
∑�

i=0 A(Pi)∑�
i=0 Opt(Pi)

≤ (1 + O(ε)) max
i=1,...,�

A(Pi)
Opt(Pi)

.

Note that there might be different partitions of one instance into parts since it is
possible that a part is at the same time a sequence of significant periods. In the following
section, we will consider online algorithms that work in principle only on relevant jobs
while forgetting irrelevant jobs after they have been moved to their safety net. Hence,
we need a partition into parts that can be determined regardless of the irrelevant jobs.
To that end, we define x(a) := (a + 1)s − 1 for a period Qa to be the index of the last
interval of period Qa.

LEMMA 2.13. For a given instance I, let a1 < . . . < a�+1 be all indices such that

(1 + ε)s rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qai ) ≤ ε ·
(

1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

) ai−1∑
p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qp) (2.2)

and a0 := −1 where each Pi−1 consists of all periods Qa(i−1)+1, . . . , Qai for i = 1, . . . , � + 1.
Then, each Pi is a part of I for i = 0, . . . , �.

PROOF. We first prove that the periods between Qai and Qa(i+1) build a sequence of
significant periods. To that end, we can inductively apply Lemma 2.11 and get for
each ai−1 < a < ai:

(1 + ε)s rw(Qa) ≥ (1 + ε)s rw(Relx(a)(Pi−1) ∩ Qa)

(2.2)
> ε ·

(
1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

) a−1∑
p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(a)(Pi−1) ∩ Qp)

= ε ·
(

1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

)
rw

⎛
⎝Relx(a)(Pi−1) ∩

a−1⋃
p=ai−1+1

Qp

⎞
⎠

2.11≥ ε ·
a−1∑

p=ai−1+1

rw(Qp).
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That is why we can now apply Lemma 2.11 to each complete Pi−1 and get that each Qai

is insignificant:

(1 + ε)srw(Qai ) = (1 + ε)srw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qai ) + (1 + ε)srw(Irx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qai )

≤ ε ·
(

1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

)
·

ai−1∑
p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qp) + 6ε · rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1))

≤ ε ·
(

1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s + 6
)

·
ai−1∑

p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qp)

+ 6ε · rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qai )

≤ ε ·
(

7 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

)
·

ai−1∑
p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qp)

+ 6ε2

(1 + ε)s

(
1 + 6ε

(1 + ε)s

)
·

ai−1∑
p=ai−1+1

rw(Relx(ai )(Pi−1) ∩ Qp)

≤ 8ε ·
ai−1∑

p=ai−1+1

rw(Qp).

We conclude this section by summarizing those consequences of our considerations
that we need in the following section. To that end, we denote the maximum ratio
between weights of relevant jobs at any point in time by W = �·�·(1+ε)�+s

ε
. Recall that

the values of μ,�, s, K, �, and, hence, W depend only on ε and m. Furthermore, for
some given schedule we denote by ox, j the amount of a job j that is processed within
an interval Ix.

COROLLARY 2.14. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can assume for each instance I with job set J
and each interval Ix that

(a) pj ∈ {(1 + ε)k | ε3

4 (1 + ε)−� Rx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ 1
ε

Rx} for each j ∈ Relx(J),
(b) rj ∈ {(1 + ε)k | (1 + ε)−� Rx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ Rx} for each j ∈ Relx(J),
(c) w j ∈ {(1 + ε)k | wx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ W · wx} for some value wx and each j ∈ Relx(J),
(d) ox, j ∈ {� · pj/μ | � ∈ {0, . . . , μ}} for each j ∈ Relx(J),
(e) the cardinality of Relx(J) is bounded by ��, and
(f)

∑
j∈Irx(J) w jC j ≤ O(ε) · Opt(Relx(J)).

Note that the respective sets of relevant processing times, release dates, weights, and
processing time fractions have constant size.

3. ABSTRACTION OF ONLINE ALGORITHMS

In this section, we show how to construct a competitive-ratio approximation scheme
based on the simplifications of Section 2. To do so, we restrict ourselves to such simpli-
fied instances and schedules. The key idea is to characterize the behavior of an online
algorithm by a map: For each interval, the map gets as input the schedule computed so
far and all information about the currently unfinished jobs. Based on this information,
the map outputs how to schedule the available jobs within this interval.

More precisely, we define the input by a configuration and the output by an interval-
schedule.
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Definition 3.1. An interval-schedule S for an interval Ix is defined by

—the index x of the interval,
—a set of jobs J(S) available for processing in Ix together with the properties rj, pj, w j

of each job j ∈ J(S) and its already-finished part o j < pj up to Rx,
—for each job j ∈ J(S) the information whether j is relevant at time Rx, and
—for each job j ∈ J(S) and each machine i a value qij specifying for how long j is

processed by S on machine i during Ix.

An interval-schedule is called feasible if there is a feasible schedule in which all values
for the jobs of J(S) in the interval-schedule fit to the corresponding values of the
schedule within the interval Ix. Denote the set of feasible interval-schedules as S.

Definition 3.2. A configuration C for an interval Ix consists of

—the index x of the interval,
—a set of jobs J(C) released up to time Rx together with the properties rj, pj, w j, o j of

each job j ∈ J(C),
—an interval-schedule for each interval Ix′ with x′ < x.

A configuration is called feasible if there is a feasible schedule in which all values
for the jobs of J(C) in the configuration (including each interval-schedule) fit to the
corresponding values of the schedule. The set of all feasible configurations (respecting
the adaptations of Section 2) is denoted by C. An end-configuration is a feasible config-
uration C for an interval Ix such that at time Rx, and not earlier, all jobs have been
released and all relevant jobs have completely finished processing.

We say that an interval-schedule S is feasible for a configuration C if the set of jobs
in J(C) that are unfinished at time Rx matches the set J(S) with respect to release
dates, total and remaining processing time, weight, and relevance of the jobs.

Instead of online algorithms, we work from now on with algorithm maps, which are
defined as functions f : C → S. An algorithm map determines a schedule f (I) for a
given scheduling instance I by iteratively applying f to the corresponding configura-
tions. W.l.o.g. we consider only algorithm maps f such that f (C) is feasible for each
configuration C and f (I) is feasible for each instance I. Call these algorithm maps
feasible. Like for online algorithms, we define the competitive ratio ρ f of an algorithm
map f by ρ f := maxI f (I)/Opt(I). Due to the following observation, algorithm maps
are a natural generalization of online algorithms.

PROPOSITION 3.3. For each online algorithm A there is an algorithm map fA such
that when A is in configuration C ∈ C at the beginning of an interval Ix, algorithm A
schedules the jobs according to fA(C).

Recall that we restrict our attention to algorithm maps describing online algorithms
that obey the simplifications introduced in Section 2. The essence of such online algo-
rithms are the decisions for the relevant jobs. To this end, we define equivalence classes
for configurations and for interval-schedules. Intuitively, two interval-schedules (con-
figurations) are equivalent if we can obtain one from the other by scalar multiplication
with the same value, while ignoring the irrelevant jobs.

Definition 3.4. Let S, S′ be two feasible interval-schedules for two intervals Ix, Ix′ . Let
further σ : J̃ → J̃′ be a bijection from a subset J̃ ⊆ J(S) to a subset J̃′ ⊆ J(S′) and y an
integer. The interval-schedules S, S′ are (σ, y)-equivalent if rσ ( j) = rj(1 + ε)x′−x, pσ ( j) =
pj(1+ε)x′−x, oσ ( j) = o j(1+ε)x′−x, qiσ ( j) = qij(1+ε)x′−x and wσ ( j) = w j (1 + ε)y for all j ∈ J̃
and i = 1, . . . , m. Denote by JRel(S) ⊆ J(S) and JRel(S′) ⊆ J(S′) the jobs of J(S) relevant
at time Rx and of J(S′) relevant at time Rx′ . The interval-schedules S, S′ are equivalent
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(denoted by S ∼ S′) if a bijection σ : JRel(S) → JRel(S′) and an integer y exist such that
they are (σ, y)-equivalent.

Definition 3.5. Let C, C ′ be two feasible configurations for two intervals Ix, Ix′ . Denote
by JRel(C), JRel(C ′) the jobs that are relevant at times Rx, Rx′ in C, C ′, respectively. The
configurations C, C ′ are equivalent (denoted by C ∼ C ′) if there is a bijection σ :
JRel(C) → JRel(C ′) and an integer y such that

—rσ ( j) = rj(1 + ε)x′−x, pσ ( j) = pj(1 + ε)x′−x, oσ ( j) = o j(1 + ε)x′−x, and wσ ( j) = w j (1 + ε)y

for all j ∈ JRel(C), and
—the interval-schedules of Ix−k and Ix′−k are (σ, y)-equivalent for each k ∈ N.

The restriction of equivalence to relevant jobs allows a reasonable measurement of
the performance of end-configurations contained in the same equivalence class. On the
one hand, we get equal performance ratios for equivalent configurations. On the other
hand, we can approximate the actual competitive ratio of the complete solution since
relevant jobs dominate the objective value. Consider therefore an end-configuration C.
We denote the objective value of a subset J̃ ⊆ J(C) in the history of C by valC( J̃). We
further define ρ(C) := valC(JRel(C))/Opt(JRel(C)) to be the achieved competitive ratio of
C when restricted to the relevant jobs.

LEMMA 3.6. For each end-configuration C ∈ C it holds that

(1) (1 + O(ε))−1ρ(C) ≤ valC(J(C))/Opt(J(C)) ≤ (1 + O(ε)) · ρ(C) and
(2) ρ(C) = ρ(C ′) for any C ′ ∈ C with C ∼ C ′.

PROOF. The first property follows by Lemma 2.11 via

valC(J(C))
Opt(J(C))

≤ valC(J(C))
Opt(JRel(C))

≤ (1 + O(ε))
valC(JRel(C))
Opt(JRel(C))

= (1 + O(ε))ρ(C).

Similarly, we get

ρ(C) = valC(JRel(C))
Opt(JRel(C))

≤ valC(J(C))
Opt(JRel(C))

≤ (1 + O(ε))
valC(J(C))
Opt(J(C))

.

For the second property, denote the job weights and the resulting completion times
of C (C ′) by w j (w′

j) and C j (C ′
j). Since C ∼ C ′ there is an integer y and a bijection σ :

JRel(C) → JRel(C ′) such that

valC ′ (JRel(C ′)) =
∑

j∈JRel(C ′)

w′
jC

′
j =

∑
j∈JRel(C)

w′
σ ( j)C

′
σ ( j)

=
∑

j∈JRel(C)

(1 + ε)y
w j (1 + ε)x′−x C j

= (1 + ε)y+x′−x
valC(JRel(C)).

If we transform the solution Opt(JRel(C)) by scaling weights by a factor of (1 + ε)y and
all time values by a factor of (1 + ε)x′−x via σ , then we get a solution for JRel(C ′) with
value (1 + ε)y+x′−x Opt(JRel(C)). Vice versa, applying the inverse transformation to the
solution Opt(JRel(C ′)) yields a solution for JRel(C) with value (1 + ε)x−x′−y Opt(JRel(C ′)).
By

Opt(JRel(C ′)) ≤ (1 + ε)y+x′−x Opt(JRel(C))

≤ (1 + ε)y+x′−x (1 + ε)x−x′−y Opt(JRel(C ′)) = Opt(JRel(C ′)),
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we can conclude equality. This finally yields

ρ(C ′) = valC ′ (JRel(C ′))
Opt(JRel(C ′))

= (1 + ε)y+x′−x
valC(JRel(C))

(1 + ε)y+x′−x Opt(JRel(C))
= ρ(C).

The following lemma shows that we can restrict the set of algorithm maps under con-
sideration to those that treat equivalent configurations equivalently. We call algorithm
maps obeying this condition (in addition to the restrictions of Section 2) simplified
algorithm maps. A configuration C is called realistic for an algorithm map f if there is
an instance I such that if f processes I, then at time Rx it is in configuration C.

LEMMA 3.7. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves to algorithm maps f such that
f (C) ∼ f (C ′) for any two equivalent configurations C, C ′.

PROOF. Let f be an algorithm map. We now construct a new algorithm map f̄
that is simplified and has competitive ratio ρ f̄ ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρ f almost as good as f .
Therefore, we pick for each equivalence class Ce ∈ C/∼ of the set of configurations a
representative Ce (i.e., [Ce] = Ce) that is realistic for f . For each configuration C ∈ [Ce]
that is equivalent to Ce with bijection σ and integer y, we define f̄ by setting f̄ (C)
to be the interval-schedule for C that is (σ, y)-equivalent to f (Ce). One can show by
induction that f̄ is always in a configuration such that an equivalent configuration is
realistic for f . Hence, equivalence classes without realistic configurations for f are not
relevant.

Consider now an instance Ī. We show that there is an instance I such that f̄ (Ī)/
Opt(Ī) ≤ (1 + O(ε)) f (I)/Opt(I) that implies the claimed competitive ratio for f̄ . Let C̄
for interval Ix̄ be the end-configuration obtained when f̄ is applied iteratively on Ī.
Let Ce be the representative of the equivalence class of C̄, which was chosen above and
which is realistic for f (Ce is also an end-configuration). Therefore, there is an instance
I such that Ce is reached at time Rx when f is applied on I. Hence, by Lemma 3.6 and
Ce ∼ C̄ we get that I is the required instance.

LEMMA 3.8. There are only constantly many simplified algorithm maps. Each simpli-
fied algorithm map can be described using finite information.

PROOF. Assuming the simplifications introduced in Section 2, we can apply Corol-
lary 2.14. Therefore, the domain of the algorithm maps under consideration contains
only constantly many equivalence classes of configurations. Also, the target space con-
tains only constantly many equivalence classes of interval-schedules. For an algorithm
map f that obeys the restrictions of Section 2, the interval-schedule f (C) is fully
specified when knowing only C and the equivalence class that contains f (C) (since
the irrelevant jobs are moved to their safety net anyway). Since f (C) ∼ f (C ′) for a
simplified algorithm map f if C ∼ C ′, we conclude that there are only constantly
many simplified algorithm maps. Finally, each equivalence class of configurations and
interval-schedules can be characterized using only finite information, and hence the
same holds for each simplified algorithm map.

The next lemma shows that up to a factor 1 + ε, worst-case instances of simplified
algorithm maps span only constantly many intervals. Using this property, we will show
in the subsequent lemmas that the competitive ratio of a simplified algorithm map can
be determined algorithmically up to a 1 + ε factor.

LEMMA 3.9. There is a constant E such that for any instance I and any simplified
algorithm map f there is a realistic end-configuration C̃ for an interval Ix̃ with x̃ ≤ E
that is equivalent to the corresponding end-configuration when f is applied to I.
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PROOF. Consider a simplified algorithm map f . For each interval Ix, denote by
C f

x the set of realistic equivalence classes for Ix, that is, the equivalence classes that
have a realistic representative for Ix. Since there are constantly many equivalence
classes and thus constantly many setsof equivalence classes, there must be a constant E
independent of f such that C f

x̄ = C f
x̄′ for some x̄ < x̄′ ≤ E. Since f is simplified, it can

be shown by induction that C f
x̄+k = C f

x̄′+k for any k ∈ N, that is, f cycles with period
length x̄′ − x̄.

Consider now some instance I and let C with interval Ix be the corresponding end-
configuration when f is applied to I. If x ≤ E, then we are done. Otherwise, there must
be some k ≤ x̄′ − x̄ such that C f

x̄+k = C f
x since f cycles with this period length. Hence, by

definition of C f
x̄+k, there must be a realistic end-configuration C̃ that is equivalent to C

for the interval Ix̃ with x̃ := x̄ + k ≤ E.

LEMMA 3.10. Let f be a simplified algorithm map. There is an algorithm that approx-
imates ρf up to a factor 1 + ε, that is, it computes a value ρ ′ with ρ ′ ≤ ρf ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρ ′.

PROOF. According to Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.9, it suffices to construct the sets
C f

0 , . . . , C f
E in order to approximate the competitive ratio of all end-configurations in

these sets. Due to Corollary 2.14, we know all possible values for all parameters of jobs
explicitly with lower and upper bounds. Due to Lemma 2.13, we can additionally ensure
that each equivalence class of configurations corresponds to at most one part. So the
enumeration can be done in a finite amount of time. We start with C f

0 and determine
f (Ce) for one representative Ce of each equivalence class [Ce] ∈ C f

0 . Based on this, we
determine the set C f

1 . We continue inductively to construct all sets C f
x with x ≤ E.

We define ρmax to be the maximum ratio ρ(C) for an end-configuration C ∈ ∪0 ≤ x ≤ E C f
x .

Due to Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.6, the value ρmax implies the required ρ ′ fulfilling the
properties claimed in this lemma.

Our main algorithm works as follows. We first enumerate all simplified algorithm
maps. For each simplified algorithm map f , we approximate ρ f using Lemma 3.10. We
output the map f with the minimum (approximated) competitive ratio. Note that the
resulting online algorithm has polynomial running time: All simplifications of a given
instance can be done efficiently and for a given configuration, the equivalence class of
the schedule for the next interval can be found in a look-up table of constant size.

THEOREM 3.11. Pm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j admits a competitive-ratio approximation
scheme for any m ∈ N.

4. EXTENSIONS TO OTHER SETTINGS

Certain arguments in Section 2 do not transfer directly to more complex scheduling
settings. In this section, we argue how to overcome the increased complexity. If we
are able to obtain similar statements as for Corollary 2.7 and Corollary 2.14 for the
extended settings, then competitive-ratio approximation schemes are also possible.

4.1. Non-Preemptive Scheduling

In this section, we review which statements or proofs of Section 2 make use of the
possibility to preempt jobs and explain how to proceed in the non-preemptive case. One
difference is that a schedule can be defined by a start time Sj for each job j with a result-
ing completion time of Cj = Sj+pj on its assigned machine i j . Nevertheless, Lemma 2.1
can be proven similarly. We adapt the definition of time-stretch: When applying a
time-stretch, we now shift each completion time Cj ∈ Ix to the next interval while
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keeping the offset w.r.t. the beginning of the interval, that is, C ′
j = Rx+1 + (C j − Rx).

For two completion time values C1 < C2 with C1 ∈ Ix1 and C2 ∈ Ix2 we observe that the
difference after a time-stretch is (C ′

2 − C ′
1) = (C2 − C1) +∑

x1≤x<x2
ε|Ix|. Hence, idle time

is inserted right before each job that is partially processed at some interval bound.
Therefore, we adapt the proof of Lemma 2.2 as follows: For each interval Ix the large
jobs with start and completion time in Ix are shifted on each machine to the left such
that on each machine the necessary amount of processing of small jobs can be assigned
without preemption via Smith’s rule. Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 of Section 2.1 are not
affected and remain valid as they are stated. Since splitting of jobs into small atoms
as in Lemma 2.6 is not applicable here we give a variant concerning start times. For
each job j, we define s( j) and c( j) to be interval indices such that Sj ∈ Is( j), C j ∈ Ic( j).
Recall that with our adapted objective function each ordering of jobs with s( j) = c( j)
assigned to one machine yields the same objective value. Hence, we only have to take
care of the exact start times of those jobs with s( j) < c( j) since they determine the
amount of processing time assigned to each interval.

LEMMA 4.1. There is a constant μ ∈ N such that at 1 + ε loss we can restrict ourselves
to schedules where each large job j with s( j) < c( j) has a start time of the form Sj =
Rs( j) + � j · |Is( j)|/μ with � j ∈ {0, . . . , μ − 1}.

PROOF. We apply one time-stretch on a considered schedule yielding a new start
time Sj for each job j ∈ J. Choose μ ∈ N to be a constant integer such that 1/μ is
smaller than ε2.

Consider now each interval Ix. For each machine i there is at most one job j with x =
s( j) < c( j) running on i. Due to the time-stretch, there is idle time of at least (1 + ε)|Ix−1|
before the start of j. We now set � j = �(Sj − Rx)μ/|Ix|� and decrease the start time of j
to S′

j = Rx + � j |Ix|/μ. This yields

S′
j ≥ Rx +

(
(Sj − Rx)

μ

|Ix| − 1
) |Ix|

μ
= Sj − |Ix|

μ
≥ Sj − ε2|Ix| ≥ Sj − ε|Ix−1|.

Hence, we get a feasible schedule of the required form with costs increased by at most
a factor of (1 + ε).

Therefore, a similar variant of Corollary 2.7 with a restatement of item (e) also holds
in the non-preemptive setting.

The conclusion that also in the non-preemptive case only a constant amount of
history is relevant demands a bit more work. First, the definition of the safety
net (Lemma 2.8) needs to be adjusted, since it might be that all machines are
executing jobs during the entire interval Ix+s−1. However, with the adapted definition
of time-stretching, we know that there is reserved space on one machine in [Rx, Rx+s)
to process all jobs released at time Rx. It remains to verify that an online algorithm
(that does not know the future) can determine the beginning of this reserved space
before it actually happens. Let j be the job scheduled to cover Rx+s on the last empty
machine at this time. Denote its start and completion times before the time-stretch
by Sj ∈ Is( j), C j ∈ Ic( j). From the above observation on time-stretches, we can addi-
tionally conclude that C ′

j − pj − ∑
s( j)≤x<c( j) ε|Ix| ≥ Rs( j)+1. Hence, the safety net can

be scheduled within interval Is( j)+1 by our online algorithm since it decides about the
complete schedule of an interval at its beginning.

With the existence of the safety net, we can consider similar periods and the proof of
Lemma 2.9 that only counts release weights of periods remains valid. For the follow-
ing, we need the small adaptation of � := (K + 1) · s. Definition 2.10, defining that a
released job is recent, old, dominated, irrelevant, and relevant at time Rx, then uses
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this adapted � value. Nevertheless, the proof of Lemma 2.11 still holds. This is unfor-
tunately not true for Lemma 2.12. Since some of the remaining jobs at the end of a part
may have already started processing, we cannot simply move them to their safety net.
Hence, parts cannot be treated independently. Therefore, we switch back to consider
complete instances. If we can no longer assume that an instance is mainly a sequence
of significant periods, then we lose the premise of Lemma 2.9. We cannot simply use
that only a constant amount of history is relevant.

To solve this problem, we will consider only special instances, where the weights after
each insignificant period are sufficiently high such that they dominate the complete
past until this period. The following lemma states the exact condition for these in-
stances and proves again for each point in time that the relevant history of an instance
with constant length dominates the irrelevant past even in the presence of insignifi-
cant periods. In a second step, we will reason why it is sufficient to consider only those
instances satisfying the given condition.

To state the first lemma, we need the following definitions. For a given instance I,
let a1 < . . . < a�+1 be again all indices satisfying Condition (2.2) of Lemma 2.13
(and a0 := −1). Recall that the periods between Qai−1 and Qai build a sequence of
significant periods for each i = 1, . . . , �. Let first(i), i = 1, . . . , �, denote the job that is
released first after period Qai at release time Rxi . W.l.o.g. we can assume that Ixi ∈ Qai+1
since we can otherwise split the instance again after an empty period. For a given al-
gorithm A, we denote by A(I|i) the contribution of the jobs in Pi = ⋃a(i+1)

p=ai+1 Qp to the
objective value of the solution A(I). We denote by I(i) := ∪k≤i Pk the instance up to
period Qa(i+1) . (Ix(�+1) denotes the first interval after Qa(�+1) .)

Since we increased � by the length of one period and Ixi ∈ Qai+1, we can use Lemma 2.9
to extend Lemma 2.11 such that (1 + ε)s · rw(Irx(Pi−1)) ≤ 6ε · rw(Relx(Pi−1)) actually
holds for each x(i−1) ≤ x < xi, i = 1, . . . , � + 1.

LEMMA 4.2. For an instance I with

rw(Relxi−1(I(i − 1))) ≤ ε

(1 + ε)s (1 + 7ε)
· rw(first(i)) and (4.1a)

max{w j | j ∈ Relxi−1(I(i − 1))} ≤ wfirst(i) (4.1b)

for each i = 1, . . . , �, it holds that

(1 + ε)s rw(Irx(I(i − 1))) ≤ 7ε · rw(Relx(I(i − 1))) (4.2)

for each i = 1, . . . , � + 1 and each xi−1 ≤ x < xi.

PROOF. We proof this by induction and start with the base case i = 1. Consider
some x0 ≤ x < x1. By definition, all periods before Qa1 are significant. By Lemma 2.11
we get

(1 + ε)s rw(Irx(I(0))) ≤ 7ε · rw(Relx(I(0))).

For the inductive step consider some i = 2, . . . , � + 1 and assume that Equation (4.2)
holds for i − 1 and each x(i−2) ≤ x < x(i−1). Observe that I(i − 1) = I(i − 2) ∪ Pi−1. Due
to Condition (4.1b), we know that Domx(I(i − 1)) ∩ Pi−1 = Domx(Pi−1) for each xi−1 ≤
x < xi, which yields:

(1 + ε)s rw(Irx(I(i − 1))) = (1 + ε)s [
rw(Irx(I(i − 1)) ∩ I(i − 2)) + rw(Irx(I(i − 1)) ∩ Pi−1)

]
≤ (1 + ε)s [

rw(I(i − 2)) + rw(Irx(Pi−1))
]
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(4.2)≤ (1 + ε)s [
(1 + 7ε)rw(Relx(i−1)−1(I(i − 2))) + rw(Irx(Pi−1))

]
(4.1)≤ ε · rw( f irst(i − 1)) + (1 + ε)s · rw(Irx(Pi−1)))
2.11≤ ε · rw( f irst(i − 1)) + 6ε · rw(Relx(Pi−1)))
≤ 7ε · rw(Relx(I(i − 1))).

This proves the hypothesis.

Consider now some online algorithm A with competitive ratio ρA that performs with
ratio ρA := max{A(I)/Opt(I) | I satisfies (4.1)} ≤ ρA on our desired instances where
the first released job after each insignificant period dominates the complete instance
up to this period. We now want to find a new online algorithm A′ that modifies the
weights of each given arbitrary instance I to an instance I ′ satisfying (4.1) and creates
a solution A(I ′) that yields a schedule A′(I) for the original instance with

A′(I)
Opt(I)

≤ (1 + O(ε)) max
i

A(I ′(i))
Opt(I ′(i))

≤ (1 + O(ε))ρA ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρA .

Therefore, an online algorithm that proves to be good on only these instances yields
an online algorithm for general instances with almost the same competitive ratio.
Hence, it is sufficient to consider only these instances for the enumeration of simplified
algorithm maps.

LEMMA 4.3. At (1 + O(ε)) loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances satisfying (4.1).

PROOF. For a considered online algorithm A, we define a new algorithm A′ that
creates for a given instance I the new instance I ′ and applies A on I ′ as follows:

At the beginning, we set I ′(0) = I(0). After period Q′
ai

we add for each further i =
1, . . . , � and for each job j ∈ Pi of instance I a new job j ′ to I ′ with equal processing
time and release date but new weight w j ′ := vi · w j such that w j ′ ≤ wfirst(i)′ for each j ′ ∈
Relxi−1(I ′(i − 1)) and

rw(Relxi−1(I ′(i − 1))) ≤ ε

(1 + ε)s (1 + 7ε)
· rw(first(i)′).

Hence, I ′ satisfies Equation (4.1). The schedules for A′(I(i)) are then defined by apply-
ing A(I ′(i)).

We then can easily observe that A′(I|i) ·vi = A(I′|i) ≤ A(I′(i)) and get, by Lemma 4.2,

Opt(I ′(i)) ≤ Opt(I|i) · vi + (1 + ε)s rw(I ′(i − 1))
(4.2)≤ Opt(I|i) · vi + (1 + ε)s (1 + 7ε)rw(Relxi−1(I ′(i − 1)))
(4.1)≤ Opt(I|i) · vi + ε · rw(first(i)′) ≤ (1 + ε)vi · Opt(I|i).

The combination finally yields

A′(I)
Opt(I)

≤ max
i

A′(I|i)
Opt(I|i) ≤ max

i

(1 + ε)vi · A(I ′(i))
Opt(I ′(i)) · vi

≤ (1 + ε) max
i

A(I ′(i))
Opt(I ′(i))

.

Hence, we get ρ
A′ ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρA ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρA .

To conclude, even without treating parts independently, we can restrict ourselves to
instances where only a constant amount of history is relevant. Therefore, we can state
an adapted version of Corollary 2.14 for the non-preemptive setting:
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COROLLARY 4.4. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can assume for each instance I with job set J and
each interval Ix that

(a) pj ∈ {(1 + ε)k | ε3

4 (1 + ε)−� Rx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ 1
ε

Rx} for each j ∈ Recx(J),
(b) rj ∈ {(1 + ε)k | (1 + ε)−� Rx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ Rx} for each j ∈ Recx(J),
(c) w j ∈ {(1 + ε)k | wx ≤ (1 + ε)k ≤ W · wx} for some value wx and each j ∈ Relx(J),
(d) s( j), c( j) ∈ {x − �, . . . , x + s} for each j ∈ Recx(J) and

Sj ∈ {Rs( j) + � j · |Is( j)|/μ | � j ∈ {0, . . . , μ − 1}} if s( j) < c( j),
(e) the cardinality of Recx(J) ⊇ Relx(J) is bounded by ��, and
(f)

∑
j∈Irx(J) w jC j ≤ O(ε) · Opt (Relx(J)).

We now continue with adaptations for Section 3. Since schedules are defined in the
non-preemptive case via assigned machines and start times, we discard the values of o j
and qij from the definitions of interval-schedules and configurations (cf. Definitions 3.1
and 3.2). Instead, each interval-schedule S for interval Ix knows in addition to all
properties of J(S) for each already running job j with s( j) < x ≤ c( j) the values Sj and i j
and assigns these two values to each job j scheduled to start within Ix (i.e., s( j) = x).
Also, each configuration C for interval Ix contains additionally the values Sj and i j for
each job j ∈ P(C) = { j ∈ J(C) | s( j) < x ≤ c( j)} that is partially processed at time Rx.

In Definition 3.4 of two (σ, y)-equivalent interval-schedules S, S′, we replace the o j-
and qij-conditions by iσ ( j) = i j and x − x′ = s( j) − s(σ ( j)) = c( j) − c(σ ( j)) for each j ∈ J̃
and Sσ ( j) = Sj(1 + ε)x′−x for each j ∈ J̃ with s( j) < c( j).

In the non-preemptive setting, it is possible that jobs running at the beginning
of an interval are also dominated and hence irrelevant at that time. Nevertheless,
configurations with different dominated jobs partially processed at time Rx must be
treated differently. To deal with this circumstance, we have to extend the definition of
equivalent configurations appropriately:

Definition 4.5. Two feasible configurations C, C ′ for the intervals Ix, Ix′ are called
equivalent

—if they are equivalent in the sense of Definition 3.5 without the o j-conditions
—and if there is a bijection ψ : P(C) → P(C ′) such that rψ( j) = rj(1 + ε)x′−x, pψ( j) =

pj(1 + ε)x′−x, iσ ( j) = i j , and Sσ ( j) = Sj(1 + ε)x′−x for each j ∈ P(C).

This extension allows a similar proof of Lemma 3.7 since for any feasible algorithm-
map f a (σ, y)-equivalent interval schedule of f (Ce) for any configuration C ∈ [Ce]
equivalent to the representative Ce has enough idle time where the running dominated
jobs of P(C) can be feasibly continued (and since Lemma 3.6 still holds).

Note that each job of P(C) is recent at time Rx since no job remains unfinished for
more than one period. Corollary 4.4 explicitly takes care on which statement is valid
not only for the set of relevant but also for the set of recent jobs at any point in time.
Therefore, we can use Corollary 4.4 in the proof of Lemma 3.8 instead of Corollary 2.14
to conclude again that there are only constantly many simplified algorithm maps. With
this, the implications for Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 apply similarly, and we can construct a
competitive-ratio approximation scheme as in Section 3.

THEOREM 4.6. Pm| rj | ∑w jC j admits a competitive-ratio approximation scheme for
any m ∈ N.

4.2. Scheduling on Related Machines

We now consider the setting of scheduling related machines, where each machine i has
a certain speed si associated to it. Processing job j on machine i takes pj/si time units.
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We review the statements and proofs of Section 2 and discuss where adjustments
need to be made. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the slowest machine
has unit speed. Let smax denote the maximum speed in an instance, and denote by s∑
the sum of the processing speeds of all machines. We use the following adjusted version
of Lemma 2.1:

LEMMA 4.7. At 1+ O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves to instances where all processing
times, release dates, and weights are powers of 1+ ε, no job is released before time t = 1,
and rj ≥ ε · pj/smax for all jobs j.

PROOF. Everything but the last statement of the lemma follows exactly as in the
proof of Lemma 2.1. For the last claim, let A1 = [�1, u1), . . . , Ak = [�k, uk) be the time
intervals during which job j is to processed in an optimal schedule that satisfies the
other properties. Let tε denote the time where exactly an ε

1+ε
-fraction of j has been

processed. We multiply every time event by a factor of (1 + ε). Then we have enough
processing time reserved that we can shift the starting time of j to r′

j := (1 + ε)tε. If
started j at time �1(1 + ε), then at time (1 + ε)tε we would already have processed an
ε-fraction of j. Therefore, r′

j ≥ εpj

smax
is true even if j was processed on the fastest machine

up to time r′
j .

We define Lx = { j ∈ J | rj = Rx, pj >
ε2|Ix |
smax

} to be the set of large jobs released at Rx

and Sx = { j ∈ J | rj = Rx, pj ≤ ε2|Ix |
smax

} to be the set of small jobs released at Rx.

LEMMA 4.8. At 1 + ε loss we can restrict ourselves to schedules such that for each
interval Ix the small jobs scheduled within this interval are chosen by Smith’s rule from
the set

⋃
x′≤x Sx′ and no small job is preempted or only partially processed at the end of

an interval. Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to instances with p(Sx) ≤ m · |Ix| · s∑ for
each interval Ix.

The proof of Lemma 4.8 works nearly the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.2. When
scheduling the large jobs preemptively in the beginning of an interval, we may use the
linear programming–based algorithm for minimimizing the makespan by Lawler and
Labetoulle [1978]. Then, when assigning the small jobs, we fill the machines one after
the other in nonincreasing order of their speeds. Also, the bound on processing times
now includes a factor of s∑ .

For Lemma 2.3, we have a slight modification:

LEMMA 4.9. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict ourselves to instances such that pj ≥
ε2

4smax
· |Ix| for each job j ∈ Sx. In these instances, the number of distinct processing times

of each set Sx is bounded from above by log1+ε 4.

PROOF. We call a job j ∈ Sx tiny if pj ≤ ε2

4smax
· |Ix|. We let � be the largest integer such

that
∑�

i=1 pi ≤ ε2

2smax
· |Ix|. We construct the packs the same way as in Lemma 2.3 and

get the that the processing time of all but possibly the last pack released at time Rx

is in the interval [ ε2

4smax
· |Ix|, ε2

2smax
· |Ix|]. We apply one time-stretch and the rest of the

argumentation holds. Each processing times of a job in Sx then equals (1 + ε)y for some
integer y such that

ε3

4smax
· (1 + ε)x ≤ (1 + ε)y ≤ ε2|Ix|

smax
= ε3

smax
· (1 + ε)x.
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The number of integers y satisfying these inequalities is bounded from above by the
claimed constant.

Possible processing times of large jobs fall in the range
[

ε2

smax
·|Ix|, rjsmax

ε

]
, and, therefore,

we get an upper bound on the number of distinct processing times of large jobs of
8 log1+ε ε · smax.

LEMMA 4.10. Without loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances with |Lx| ≤ (m/ε2 +
m)8s2

max log1+ε
1
ε

for each set Lx.

PROOF. Same calculation as in the proof of Lemma 2.4.

LEMMA 4.11. There is a constant μ ∈ N such that at 1 + O(ε) loss we can restrict
ourselves to schedules such that at the end of each interval, each large job j is processed
to an extent that is an integer multiple of pj/μ.

PROOF. We choose μ ∈ N such that 1/μ is smaller than ε4/(s2
max · 8 log1+ε

1
ε
). The

remainder of the proof is identical to the argumenation in the proof of Lemma 2.6.

The following corollary summarizes the simplifications that we need for the setting
of related machines.

COROLLARY 4.12. At 1 + O(ε) loss we can assume that for each interval Ix

(a) each job j released at time Rx has a processing time pj = (1 + ε)k ∈ [
ε3 Rx
4smax

, Rx ·smax
ε

]
for

some integer k,
(b) there are at most 8s2

max log1+ε
1
ε

+ log1+ε 4 distinct processing time values of jobs
released at Rx,

(c) at most � jobs are released at Rx,
(d) each small job started in Ix is completed in Ix without preemption, and
(e) at the end of Ix, each job j is processed to an extent of �x, j · pj/μ for some �x, j ∈

{0, . . . , μ}.
We establish the safety net for the jobs of each release date Rx only on the fastest

machine and thereby ensure the condition of Lemma 2.8 in the related machine set-
ting. For the non-preemptive setting, we incorporate the adjustments introduced in
Section 4.1. At 1 + ε loss we can round the speeds of the machines to powers of 1 + ε.
Thus, for a constant number of machines m, there are only constantly many possible
vectors s characterizing the speeds of the machines if the machine speeds lie in a con-
stant range. Assuming the latter, we apply our enumeration scheme to each of these
speed vectors of the machines and obtain a competitive-ratio approximation scheme
for this case.

THEOREM 4.13. For any m ∈ N, we obtain competitive-ratio approximation schemes
for Qm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j, and Qm| rj | ∑w jC j, assuming that the speeds of any two
machines differ by at most a constant factor.

In the preemptive setting, we can strengthen the result and give a competitive-ratio
approximation scheme for the case that machine speeds are part of the input, that is,
we obtain a nearly optimal competitive ratio for any speed vector. The key is to bound
the variety of different speeds. To that end, we show that at 1 + ε loss a very fast
machine can simulate m− 1 very slow machines.

LEMMA 4.14. For Qm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j, at 1 + O(ε) loss, we can restrict ourselves to
instances in which smax is bounded by m/ε.
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PROOF. Given a schedule on related machines with speed values s1, . . . , smax, we
stretch time twice. Thus, we gain in each interval Ix free space of size εIx on the fastest
machine. For each machine whose speed is at most ε

msmax, we take its schedule of the
interval Ix and simulate it on the fastest machine. Thus, those slow machines are
not needed and can be ignored. The remaining machines have speeds in [ ε

m smax, smax].
Assuming the slowest machines has unit speed gives the desired bound.

As speeds are geometrically rounded, we have for each value m only finitely many
speed vectors.

THEOREM 4.15. For any m ∈ N we obtain a competitive-ratio approximation scheme
for Qm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j .

4.3. Preemptive Scheduling on Unrelated Machines

In the unrelated machine setting, where each job j has its individual processing time pij
on machine i, the problem complexity increases significantly. We restrict ourselves to
preemptive scheduling and show how to decrease the problem complexity in order
to obtain competitive-ratio approximation schemes. The key is to bound the range of
the finite processing times for each job (which is unfortunately not possible in the
non-preemptive case, see Afrati et al. [1999] for a counterexample).

LEMMA 4.16. At 1 + ε loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances in which, for each
job j, the ratio of any two of its finite processing times is bounded by m/ε.

PROOF. Consider a schedule for an instance that does not satisfy the property. We
stretch time twice and thus we gain a free space of ε|Ix| in each interval Ix. Consider
some interval Ix and a job j that is scheduled in Ix. Let i be a fastest machine for j. We
remove the processing volume of j scheduled in Ix on slow machines i′ with pi′ j > m

ε
pij

and schedule it on i in the gained free space. This way, we obtain a feasible schedule
even if a job never runs on a machine where it is slow. Thus, we can set pi′ j = ∞ if
there is a fast machine i such that pij ≤ ε

m pi′ j .

The above lemma allows us to introduce the notion of job classes. Two jobs j, j ′ are
of the same class if they have finite processing times on exactly the same machines
and pij/pij ′ = pi′ j/pi′ j ′ for any two such machines i and i′. For fixed m, the number of
different job classes is bounded by a constant W .

For each job class, we define large and small tasks similar to the identical machine
case: For each job j, we define a value p̃j := maxi{pij |pij < ∞} and say a job j with
rj = Rx is small if p̃j ≤ ε2|Ix|/W and large otherwise. For each job class separately, we
perform the adjustments of Section 2. This yields the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.17. At 1 + O(ε) loss, we can restrict ourselves to instances and schedules
such that

—for each job j released at time Rx and each machine i, it holds that pi, j is a power of
1 + ε and pi, j ∈ [

ε4 Rx
4Wm, Rx ·m

ε2

] ∪ {∞},
—for each job class, the number of distinct values p̃j of jobs j with the same release date

is bounded by a constant,
—for each job class, the number of jobs with the same release date is bounded by a

constant �̃,
—for each interval Ix, the processing time of each large job j during Ix on each machine

equals an integer multiple of p̃j · μ̃ for some constant μ̃, and
—small jobs are never preempted and finish in the same interval in which they start.
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The above lemmas imply that both the number of equivalence classes of configu-
rations and the number of equivalence classes for interval-schedules are bounded by
constants. Thus, we can apply the enumeration scheme from Section 3.

THEOREM 4.18. For any m ∈ N, we obtain a competitive-ratio approximation scheme
for Rm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j .

5. RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS

When algorithms are allowed to make random choices and we consider expected values
of schedules, we can restrict ourselves to instances that span only constantly many
periods. Assuming the simplifications of Section 2, this allows a restriction to instances
with a constant number of jobs.

LEMMA 5.1. For randomized algorithms, at 1 + ε loss, we can restrict ourselves to
instances in which all jobs are released in at most (1 + ε)s

/ε consecutive periods.

PROOF. Let A be a randomized online algorithm with a competitive ratio of ρA on
instances that span at most (1 + ε)s

/ε periods. We construct a new randomized online
algorithm A′ that works on arbitrary instances I such that ρ

A′ ≤ ρA (1 + ε). At the
beginning of A′, we choose an offset o ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} uniformly at random with M :=
�(1 + ε)s/ε�. In instance I, we move all jobs to their safety net that are released in
periods Q ∈ Q := {Qi|i ≡ o mod M}. This splits the instance into parts P0, . . . , Pk,
where each part P� consists of the periods Qo+(�−1)·M, . . . , Qo+�·M−1. Note that at the end
of each part no job remains. We need to bound the increase in the total expected cost
caused by moving all jobs in periods in Q to their safety nets. This increase is bounded
by

E

⎡
⎣∑

Q∈Q

∑
j∈Q

(1 + ε)s rj · w j

⎤
⎦ ≤ (1 + ε)s

E

⎡
⎣∑

Q∈Q
rw(Q)

⎤
⎦

≤ (1 + ε)s 1
M

∑
Q∈I

rw(Q)

≤ ε · rw(I)
≤ ε · Opt(I).

Thus, the total expected cost of the computed schedule is

E

[
ε · Opt(I) +

k∑
i=1

A(Pi)

]
≤ ε · Opt(I) +

k∑
i=1

ρA · Opt(Pi)

≤ ε · Opt(I) + ρA · Opt(I)
≤ (ρA + ε) · Opt(I)
≤ ρA (1 + ε) · Opt(I).

Thus, at 1 + ε loss in the competitive ratio, we can restrict ourselves to parts Ii that
span a constant number of periods.

A randomized online algorithm can be viewed as a function that maps every possi-
ble configuration C to a probability distribution of interval-schedules that are feasible
for C. To apply our algorithmic framework from the deterministic setting that enu-
merates all algorithm maps, we discretize the probability space and define discretized
algorithm maps. To this end, let �̄ denote the maximum number of intervals in in-
stances with at most (1 + ε)s

/ε periods.
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Definition 5.2 (Discretized Algorithm Maps). Let C̄ be the set of configurations for
intervals Ix with x ≤ �̄, let S̄ be the set of interval-schedules for intervals Ix with x ≤ �̄,
and let δ > 0. A δ-discretized algorithm mapis a function f : C̄ × S̄ → [0, 1] such that
f (C, S) = k · δ with some k ∈ N0 for all C ∈ C̄ and S ∈ S̄ and

∑
S∈S̄ f (C, S) = 1 for

all C ∈ C̄.

By restricting ourselves to δ-discretized algorithm maps, we only slightly increase
the competitive ratio.

LEMMA 5.3. There is a value δ > 0 such that, for any (randomized) algorithm map f ,
there is a δ-discretized randomized algorithm map g with ρg ≤ ρ f (1 + ε).

PROOF. Consider an instance I. Let δ > 0 and k ∈ N be values to be determined
later with the property that 1/δ ∈ N. For each configuration C and each interval-
schedule S, we define a value g(C, S) such that � f (C,S)

δ
� · δ ≤ g(C, S) ≤ � f (C,S)

δ
� · δ

and
∑

S∈S g(C, S) = 1. Now we want to bound ρg.
The idea is that for determining the ratio E[g(I)]/Opt(I), it suffices to consider sched-

ules S(I) that are computed with sufficiently large probability. We show that also f
computes them with almost the same probability. Let S(I) denote a schedule for the
entire instance I. We denote by Pf (S(I)) and Pg(S(I)) the probability that f and g
compute the schedule S(I) when given the instance I. Assume that Pf (S(I)) ≥ k · δ.
Denote by C0, . . . , C�̄−1 the configurations that algorithms are faced with when com-
puting S(I), that is, each configuration Cx contains the jobs that are released but
unfinished at the beginning of interval Ix in S(I) and as history the schedule S(I)
restricted to the intervals I0, . . . , Ix−1. Denote by Sx the schedule of S(I) in the in-
terval Ix. Hence, Pf (S(I)) = ∏�̄−1

x=0 f (Cx, Sx). Note that from Pf (S(I)) ≥ k · δ follows
that f (Cx, Sx) ≥ k · δ for all x. For these schedules, Pg(S(I)) is not much larger since

Pg(S(I)) =
�̄−1∏
x=0

g(Cx, Sx) ≤
�̄−1∏
x=0

k + 1
k

f (Cx, Sx) ≤
(

k + 1
k

)�̄

Pf (S(I)).

Let S(I) denote the set of all schedules for I. We partition S(I) into schedule sets
Sg

H(I) := {S(I)|Pg(S(I)) ≥ k · δ} and Sg
L(I) := S(I)\SH(I).

We estimate the expected value of a schedule computed by algorithm map g on I by

E[g(I)] =
∑

S(I)∈Sg
H (I)

Pg(S(I)) · S(I) +
∑

S(I)∈Sg
L(I)

Pg(S(I)) · S(I)

≤
∑

S(I)∈Sg
H (I)

Pf (S(I)) ·
(

k + 1
k

)�̄

· S(I) + |S(I)| · k · δ · (1 + ε)s · rw(I)

≤
(

k + 1
k

)�̄ ∑
S(I)∈Sg

H (I)

Pf (S(I)) · S(I) + |S(I)| · k · δ · (1 + ε)s · rw(I)

≤
(

k + 1
k

)�̄

E[ f (I)] + |S(I)| · k · δ · (1 + ε)s · rw(I).

We choose k such that ( k+1
k )�̄ ≤ 1 + ε/2 and δ such that |S(I)| · k · δ · (1 + ε)s ≤ ε/2 for all

instances I (note here that |S(I)| can be upper bounded by a value independent of I
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since our instances contain only constantly many jobs). This yields

E[g(I)]
Opt(I)

≤ (1 + ε/2) · E[ f (I)]
Opt(I)

+ ε/2 · rw(I)
Opt(I)

≤ (1 + ε) · E[ f (I)]
Opt(I)

,

and we conclude that ρg ≤ (1 + ε) ρ f .

Like in the deterministic case, we can now show that at 1+ε loss it suffices to restrict
ourselves to simplified δ-discretized algorithm maps that treat equivalent configura-
tions equivalently, similarly to Lemma 3.7 (replacing � by �̄ in Definition 2.10 of the
irrelevant jobs). As there are only constantly many of these maps, we enumerate all of
them, test each map for its competitive ratio, and select the best of them.

THEOREM 5.4. We obtain randomized competitive-ratio approximation schemes
for Pm| rj, (pmtn) | ∑w jC j, Qm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j, and Rm| rj, pmtn | ∑ w jC j and for
Qm| rj | ∑ w jC j with a bounded range of speeds for any fixed m ∈ N.

6. GENERAL MIN-SUM OBJECTIVES AND MAKESPAN

In this section, we show how to adjust our techniques presented in the previous sections
to obtain competitive-ratio approximation schemes for minimizing monomial job cost
functions and for minimizing the makespan when jobs arrive online over time.

Monomial Cost Functions. Instead of minimizing the weighted sum of completion
time

∑
j w jC j as in the previous sections, we assume now that we are given a global

function f with f (x) = k · xα and for constants α ≥ 1 and k > 0, and our objective is
to minimize

∑
j∈J w j f (C j). Since such monomial functions f have the property that

f ((1+ε)Cj) ≤ (1+ O(ε)) f (Cj), the arguments in previous sections apply almost directly
to this more general min-sum objective. In each step of simplification and abstraction,
we have an increased loss in the performance guarantee, but it is covered by the O(ε)-
term. Thus, we obtain competitive-ratio approximation schemes also for this setting.

THEOREM 6.1. For any m ∈ N there are deterministic and randomized competitive-ratio
approximation schemes for preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling, on m identical,
related (with bounded speed ratio when non-preemptive), and unrelated machines (only
preemptive) for the objective of minimizing

∑
j∈J w j f (C j), with f (x) = k · xα and con-

stant α ≥ 1, k > 0.

Makespan Over Time. We consider now the objective of minimizing the makespan
Cmax. We use the same online-time model as before in which jobs become known at their
release date. Note that our online model differs from the setting where jobs arrive on-
line one by one and one has to assign a job irrevocably to a machine once it has been
presented. The latter model is particularly common for online makespan minimiza-
tion, see for example, Fleischer and Wahl [2000] and Rudin III and Chandrasekaran
[2003].

The simplifications within intervals of Section 2 are based on arguing on completion
times of individual jobs and clearly hold also for the last job. Thus, they directly apply to
minimizing the makespan. Furthermore, we simplify the definition of irrelevant history
in Section 2 by omitting the partition of the instance into parts. We observe that when
the last job is released at time Rx∗ , then all jobs j with rj ≤ Rx∗−s are irrelevant for the
objective value: Such a job j finishes in any schedule no later than time Rx∗ (due to the
safety net), whereas OPT ≥ Rx∗ . Therefore, we define a job j to be irrelevant at time
Rx if rj ≤ Rx−s. We keep Definition 3.4 for the equivalence relation of schedules as it is
except for the notion of job weights that are irrelevant for the makespan. Based on the
above definition for relevant jobs, we define equivalence classes of configurations. With
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this definition, we can still restrict ourselves to algorithm maps f with f (C) ∼ f (C ′)
for any two equivalent configurations C, C ′ (Lemma 3.7). Lemmas 3.8 to 3.10 then hold
accordingly. Finally, note that since we do not split the instance into parts, we do not
need (an adjusted version of) Lemma 2.12.

THEOREM 6.2. For any m ∈ N, we obtain competitive-ratio approximation schemes for
Pm| rj, (pmtn) |Cmax, Qm| rj, pmtn |Cmax, and Rm| rj, pmtn |Cmax, and for Qm| rj |Cmax
assuming a constant range of machine speeds.

For constructing randomized competitive-ratio approximation schemes for minimiz-
ing the makespan, similarly to Lemma 5.1, we can show that we can restrict our
attention to instances that span only a constant number of periods.

LEMMA 6.3. For randomized algorithms for minimizing the makespan, at 1+O(ε) loss
we can restrict ourselves to instances in which all jobs are released in at most (1 + ε)s

/ε
consecutive periods.

PROOF. Let A be a randomized online algorithm for minimizing the makespan over
time with a competitive ratio of ρA on instances that span at most (1 + ε)s

/ε periods.
We construct a new randomized online algorithm A′ that works on arbitrary instances
such that ρ

A′ ≤ ρA (1 + O(ε)). Our reasoning is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.1.
At the beginning of A′, we choose an offset o ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} uniformly at random

with M := �(1 + ε)s/ε�. Given an instance I, we move all jobs to their safety net,
which are released in periods Q ∈ Q := {Qi|i ≡ o mod M}. This splits the instance
into parts P0, . . . , Pk where each part P� consists of the periods Qo+(�−1)·M, . . . , Qo+�·M−1.
Note that at the end of each part no job remains. We present each part separately to A.

We bound the competitive ratio ρA′ of the resulting algorithm. Let Rx∗ := max j∈I rj .
Moving the jobs from periods Q has an effect on the optimal makespan only if o is
chosen such that at least one job j with rj > Rx∗−s is moved. There are at most two
offsets o such that this happens. In that case, the algorithm still achieves a competitive
ratio of at most (1 + ε)s. In all other cases, A′ achieves a competitive ratio of at most ρA .
Thus, we can bound ρ

A′ by

ρ
A′ ≤ 2

M
(1 + ε)s + M − 2

M
ρA ≤ 2ε + ρA ≤ (1 + O(ε))ρA .

We can prove, similarly as in Lemma 5.3, that any randomized algorithm map f can
be well approximated by a discretized randomized algorithm map g. Hence, we obtain
the following theorem.

THEOREM 6.4. For any m ∈ N, we obtain randomized competitive-ratio approxima-
tion schemes for Pm| rj, (pmtn) |Cmax, Qm| rj, pmtn |Cmax, and Rm| rj, pmtn |Cmax and for
Qm| rj |Cmax assuming a constant range of machine speeds.

7. CONCLUSION

We introduce the concept of competitive-ratio approximation schemes that compute
online algorithms with a competitive ratio arbitrarily close to the best possible compet-
itive ratio. We provide such schemes for various problem variants of scheduling jobs
online to minimize the weighted sum of completion times, arbitrary monomial cost
functions, and the makespan.

The techniques derived in this article provide a new and interesting view on the
behavior of online algorithms. We believe that they contribute to the understanding
of such algorithms, possibly open a new viewpoint for understanding them, and open
a new line of research that yields even further insights. In particular, recent results
building on our article show that our methods can also be applied to other scheduling
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objective settings [Kurpisz et al. 2012], other online models [Chen et al. 2015; Megow
and Wiese 2013], and also to different online problems such as the k-server problem
[Mömke 2013].
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